Abstract: Metasurfaces composed of cylindrical dielectric resonators, responding either in optical or microwave ranges, are investigated with the goal of clarifying common features of their electromagnetic responses and their transformations at variations of array lattice constants and resonator heights. It is found that occurrence of dipolar electric resonances in dense metasurfaces is accompanied by full transmission without relation to overlapping of two dipolar resonances. Since electric resonances in dense metasurfaces experience strong coupling, these structures could not be considered as homogenized media of identical meta-atoms. We demonstrate the possibility of scaling metasurfaces, in order to substitute challenging optical experiments by experiments at microwaves.
Introduction
Recently discovered opportunity to realize directional scattering of light from silicon nanoparticles at the interplay between contributions from dipolar magnetic (MDR) and dipolar electric (EDR) resonances in particles attracts increasing attention due to expectations that metasurfaces (MSs) composed of such particles would allow for manipulating phase, amplitude and polarization of transmitted and reflected light [1] - [3] . It was noticed in [3] , however, that forward scattering (FS) from dielectric spheres observed at frequencies below MDR at overlapping the "tails" of two dipolar resonances (at the 1st Kerker's condition [4] ) could not be enough strong for practical applications. In order to enhance scattering power, it was proposed to shift spectral positions of MDR and EDR up to their coincidence, by using particles of other than spherical shapes, in particular, spheroids or disks with smaller than 0.5 aspect ratio of their thickness and diameter. In this case, realizing the 1st Kerker's condition could be expected at common resonance frequency of MDR and EDR that promised powerful FS at zero backward scattering (BS) [3] .
However, there still remained uncertainties in understanding and interpreting the data presented in [1] and following works, for example [2] . In particular, in these works, the judgement about scattering was based on the studies of S-parameters spectra, while the specifics of resonance scattering, which could be compared, in some sense, to antenna radiation, has not been clarified at employing the concepts of BS and FS. Explanation of total transmission through MSs, observed in S-parameter spectra at coincidence of resonances, by interference between scattering from MDR and EDR at the Kerker's condition, was not supported by the data confirming realization of this condition. The arguments in favor of 2π phase changes in scattered waves in the vicinity of resonances, also cause questions. Authors of [1] - [3] assumed that these changes occurred due to combined π-value switches in phases of resonance oscillations at MDR and EDR. However, this assumption omitted from consideration the fact that both switches by π should occur with respect to the phase of incident waves that makes combining two switches unreasonable.
In this work, we continue investigation of electromagnetic responses from MSs composed of cylindrical dielectric resonators (DRs), in order to provide deeper insight into the nature of the described phenomena. Earlier we have shown [5] that MS's responses depend on lattice constants of periodic arrays and exhibit drastic differences for arrays, lattice constants of which are related as 1:1.5. Here, we further analyze the differences between various scattering characteristics of dense and sparse arrays of nano-sized silicon resonators. In addition, we rescale optical MSs to microwave range to ensure an opportunity of reproducing in microwave range all details of scattering from arrays of nano-sized resonators. The possibility of such scaling, earlier shown for single resonators [6] , justifies future experiments with MSs composed of microwave dielectric resonators, instead of challenging experiments on MSs formed from nano-particles.
Specifics of Numerical Experiments
In these studies, MSs for optical range were composed of cylindrically shaped DRs, comparable with those employed in [2] . However, since, in difference from [2] , we investigated the effects of lattice constants on scattering, the diameters of DRs were always kept constant and equal to 240 nm in optical MSs and equal to 6 mm in microwave MSs. To vary the frequencies of dipolar resonances in DRs, we changed the DR heights from 240 nm down to 60 nm in optical MSs and from 6 mm down to 2 mm in microwave MSs. Such approach, first used in [5] , provided an opportunity for investigating the effects of lattice parameters on MS responses. At DR heights of 240 nm in optical MSs and 6 mm in microwave MSs, resonance responses of single cylindrical DRs were expected to be close to responses of spheres with similar dielectric permittivity, which have been described in a row of earlier works. This gave us an opportunity to use comparison with spheres for identifying in DRs such resonances as MDR, EDR and quadrupolar ones, in particular, closest to EDR from the blue side of the spectrum magnetic quadrupolar resonance (MQR).
The relative permittivity of DRs was taken to be 12.25, i.e., equal to the value typical for silicon in optical range. Based on the data obtained earlier [5] , dense optical MSs had the lattice constant of 300 nm, while sparse MSs the lattice constant of 450 nm. For microwave MSs these parameters were respectively 8 mm and 12 mm. Simulations were performed by using COMSOL Multiphysics and verified using CST Microwave Studio software packages. Plane waves were incident normal to MSs (along Z-axis in Fig. 1 ), while the magnitude of the electric component (directed along X-axis) of incident wave was fixed at 1 V/m. To evaluate scattering of incident waves from MSs, we simulated the spectra of scattering parameters (S11 and S21). One-cell model with periodic boundary conditions was used for these simulations (although we understood that it could provide inaccurate results in the case of non-uniform coupling between DRs [7] ). In addition, we employed COMSOL technique, useful for characterizing antennas, for evaluating FS and BS from finite size MS fragments. MS fragments consisted of 9 (3 x 3) unit cells with dimensions defined by the lattice constant (see Fig. 1 ). Simulations of differently sized fragments have shown that 9 cells were sufficient for adequate representation of MS responses.
Scattering From Dense and Sparse Metasurfaces in Optical and Microwave Ranges
Fig. 2 compares changes in spectral positions of resonances in MSs with changes of S21 spectra and spectra of BS and FS power density, at decreasing DR heights in four types of MSs represented by dense and sparse arrays of nano-sized and mm-sized resonators. Spectral positions of EDRs and MDRs were determined from the spectra of signals from E-and H-field probes placed in DR centers (two upper rows of data). These spectra also provided some information about spectral positions of quadrupolar resonances, since they produced signals seen in two upper rows near blue edges of spectra. To relate more clearly specific features of BS and FS patterns to resonances, we marked spectral positions of resonances in these patterns by circles (white circles for EDR and black circles for MDR). From BS and FS patterns, as well as from S21 spectra data, it is well seen that all MSs demonstrate similar changes of MDR and EDR spectral positions at decreasing DR heights that finally results in coincidence of dipolar resonances at heights of about 100−120 nm in the case of MSs for optical range and at heights of about 2.3−2.6 mm in the case of MSs for microwave range. At smaller DR heights, resonance positions in the spectra become reversed. At decreasing DR heights, MQRs, which reveal themselves as dark blue spots (deep drops) in S21 spectra to the left of EDR, shift their spectral positions aside from EDR up to coincidence with EQRs (electric quadrupolar resonances). Such coincidence is observed at DR heights of about h = 150−170 nm for optical MSs and at DR heights of about 3.8−4.2 mm for microwave MSs.
S21 spectra, at the first glance, confirm observations in [1] , [2] that S21 approaches unity at coincidences of dipolar resonances. However, as seen in Fig. 2 , similar values of S21 are also realized at other DR heights, when MDRs and EDRs do not coincide, especially in dense MSs. It is also interesting to note that at DR heights, providing coincidence of spectral positions of EDR and MDR, no deep drops are seen in S21 spectra of MSs that points out at mutual destruction of resonance modes. One more important fact is absence of any drastic changes in FS spectra at coincidence of resonances.
Additionally, it is important to stress out that Fig. 2 demonstrates essential differences between scattering characteristics of dense and sparse MSs, designed for both optical and microwave ranges. In particular, dense MSs do not exhibit deep drops of S21 at frequencies close to either MDRs or EDRs and, instead, show a clear trend to full transmission at EDR frequencies, while low values of S21 become seen at frequencies between EDRs and MDRs. On the contrary, sparse MSs demonstrate deep drops of S21 near the resonances and moderately increased S21 values between them. FS spectra do not reveal comparable with S21 spectra specifics for dense and sparse MSs, although show higher power for sparse MSs. BS drops are observed for dense MSs not only at frequencies below MDR where they caused, most probably, by realizing the Kerker's condition, but also exactly at EDRs, while for sparse MSs, drops of BS do not look associated with EDRs, and BS has enhanced power at frequencies between EDR and MDR. These data point out at importance of proper choice of MS lattice constants for obtaining desired responses. Considering the similarity of scattering by optical and microwave MSs, it can also be concluded that challenging experiments with optical MSs can be substituted by microwave experiments.
Analysis of Scattering Data for Sparse and Dense MSs
To provide detailed information about illustrated in Fig. 2 changes in scattering from MSs at decreasing DR heights and MS lattice constants, we compare the spectra of signals from E-and H-field probes with S-parameter spectra and with spectral distributions of BS and FS power density for sparse (see Fig. 3 ) and dense (see Fig. 4 ) MSs at specifically chosen DR heights. Because of the similarity of responses from optical and microwave MSs at properly adjusted DR sizes, we restrict the data by the cases with optical MSs.
As seen in Fig. 3 , for sparse MSs, at relatively big DR heights, EDRs appear still overlapped with higher order resonances (first of all, with MQRs and, probably, also with EQRs), which contribute to signal spectra from both E-and H-field probes demonstrating drops of signals down to zero and other features characteristic to Fano resonances. It points out at interference of scattered waves, however, the effects of interference gradually descend at decreasing DR height because of increase of the distance between spectral positions of EDRs and quadrupolar resonances.
S21 spectra for relatively big DR heights demonstrate deep drops near all resonances (MDR, EDR, and quadrupolar ones). These drops are accompanied by peaking of S11 up to total reflection level, while aside of these peaks, deep drops of S11 down to zero can also be seen, and among them, a drop below MDR on the frequency scale (at longer wavelengths) caused, most probably, by approaching the 1st Kerker's condition [4] , [6] . At smaller DR heights, deep drops of S21 between EDR and MDR become closer to each other and more overlapped (see this effect at Fig. 3 . Signal spectra from E-and H-field probes (upper row) in comparison with S-parameters spectra (median row) and FS/BS spectra (lower row) for sparse optical MSs, which differ by DR heights. Fig. 4 . Signal spectra from E-and H-field probes (upper row) in comparison with S-parameters spectra (median row) and FS/BS spectra (lower row) for dense optical MSs, which differ by DR heights. h = 130 nm). Then, at further decrease of DR height, S21 drops transform into lowering of S21 (between resonances) combined with decreased peaking of S11 (see this at h = 110 nm). At coincidence of EDR and MDR, the described features degrade down to small steps in S21 and S11 spectra. It does not look as a special effect with 2π phase control.
BS spectra have a lot in common with S-parameters spectra. In particular, these spectra demonstrate one type of BS drops exactly at frequencies of S11 drops near EDR and another one-within the red tail of MDR. These features are conserved for DR heights between 240 nm and 110 nm and only at h = 102 nm, two drops appear replaced by one drop, originating, most probably, from realizing the Kerker's condition.
In difference from BS spectra, FS spectra do not demonstrate correlation with drops or peaks in S-parameters spectra. All FS spectra have only one deep drop on the blue sides of EDRs, but not at frequencies of S11 drops or S21 peaks up to unity. The maxima in FS spectra seem associated with EDRs and MDRs, although they look slightly shifted to red sides of the spectra. The values of FS power density in the maxima, observed near MDRs, are of about 2-3 times bigger than in the maxima near EDRs, while both maxima grow up at decreasing DR heights and, at coincidence of resonances, become several times higher than at big DR heights. However, the directivity of scattering at FS maxima does not become significantly higher at such growth, because of decrease of the depths of BS drops, especially of the drop associated with the Kerker's condition at coincidence of resonances. It is interesting to note that presented in Fig. 3 FS spectra look pretty comparable with FS spectra for single DRs. Fig. 4 shows the same types of responses, as those presented in Fig. 3 , but for dense optical MSs, and there are apparent differences between the data in two figures. Signals from H-field probes at bigger DR heights demonstrate very low Q-factors of MDRs, indicating that increasing MS density produces negative effect on magnetic resonance formation. Despite their Fano-type shape, higher order resonances are still seen in signal spectra of MSs with bigger DR heights. As in Fig. 3 , S21 spectra reflect the presence of higher order resonances through deep drops of S21, however, no such drops are seen at frequencies close to dipolar resonances. Although S21 spectra of MSs with bigger DR heights exhibit drops down to zero between EDR and MDR, these drops do not show any relation to either of resonances and degrade down to weak decrease at h = 130 nm. S11 spectra, approaching unity at S21 drops for MSs with DRs of bigger heights, also show less strong peaks at smaller DR heights. Essentially different behavior, than in Fig. 3 , is demonstrated by S-parameter spectra at frequencies of EDRs. While in sparse MSs, S21 experiences gradual growth up to unity on the blue side of EDR along with a drop of S11 down to zero, in dense MSs, S21 spectra exhibit sharp peaks at EDR frequencies, accompanied by deep drops in S11 spectra at the same frequencies. These peaks and drops become sharper at decreasing DR heights down to values leading to coincidence of dipolar resonances. It is possible to suggest that these unusual phenomena could be responsible for observation in [1] , [2] full transmission through MSs at coincidence of dipolar resonances, since MSs in [1] , [2] should be considered as dense MSs. Presented results demonstrate that full transmission in dense MSs does not need coincidence of resonances and that this full transmission is defined by specifics of EDRs. It is worth pointing out that the observed phenomenon resembles the cases of electromagnetically induced transparency [8] .
As seen in Fig. 4 , shifting of MDRs spectral positions closer to positions of EDRs at decreasing DR heights does not affect peaking of S21 spectra at EDRs. Instead, this shifting provides realization of the Kerker's conditions at frequencies close to resonance frequencies, as it is well seen from changing the positions of deep drops in S11 spectra on red sides of MDRs in Fig. 4 . At coincidence of resonances, such drop appears at the wavelength of about 35 nm larger than the resonance wavelength. At this drop, as always at Kerker's conditions, S21 value gets close to unity, pointing out at full transmission, however peak of this transmission appears separated from EDR-related peak by small dip of S21 value. These observations do not correspond to phenomena expected at combining π-value shifts of wave phase capable of providing assumed in [1] , [2] 2π phase control at coincidence of dipolar resonances.
It is worth noting that in both types of MSs, i.e., sparse and dense ones, FS and BS spectra demonstrate drops of BS near or at EDR frequencies, however the depths of drops in BS spectra of dense MSs look significantly smaller at smaller DR heights than those in BS spectra of sparse MSs. The same is true about the drops in FS spectra of dense MSs. As in the case of sparse MSs the heights of FS maxima for dense arrays become higher at decreasing DR heights, however, these do not grow up to the levels characteristic for sparse MSs. Nevertheless, dense MSs appear capable of providing high enough FS power density combined with, orders of magnitude lower, BS power density, i.e., highest directionality of scattering, predicted in [3] . As we have earlier shown in [5] , dense and sparse MSs demonstrate essentially different patterns of coupled fields. It is quite possible that coupled fields in dense MSs at EDR are responsible for their full transparency at respective frequencies.
Conclusion
Conducted studies demonstrate that electromagnetic responses of dense MSs are essentially different from responses of sparse MSs and that they can't be considered as a combination of responses of autonomic "meta-atoms". Instead, dense MSs rather form the media integrated by networks of coupled resonance fields. One of most interesting phenomena, possibly defined by interresonator coupling, is zero reflections from EDRs in dense MSs at total transmission of incident waves. Presented results do not confirm the possibility to use coincidence of dipolar resonances in dense MSs of disk-shaped DRs for combining π-value phase shifts in resonance oscillations at EDRs and MDRs for realizing the so-called "2π phase control". Observed similarity of responses of optical and microwave MSs justifies an opportunity to perform experimental studies on scattering from MSs in microwave range instead of conducting challenging experiments in optical range.
